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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Mr. Aho grew into manhood during the trying years of thegreat depression of the late 1920's and;he 30,r'. H-.,'U".".. ,"iisrpponing at a time when atrenrion was on muting a tiuetit ooi.and advanced education seemed of ...."J".y-irn;;.;;;:
Bccause of this, his education was an individuaiir.;i;;;;i"g:
befitting whatever interest or occupation was being pr;;;;:
ln other words he was not influencea to U.ti"u" ul p.l""in."iuJ
lleas of the past that had been adopted to U. 

"."..Aitut.Jcducation,
Aho's highest scores on aptitude tests are the capability tounderstand or to know, whether it be written bd; ;;;

mechanical and electronic devices work. fnis aUitity to tnow
hasserved him well in both work and play. H. h;-;rt;;;l
work and travel on land, sea and air and'used all of til;;;;
a.well rounded life experience. His ability, t o*.u.r, aia noi
slop at the borders ofthe physical, this writing is prooiofthai.



Early in life, Mr. Aho became aware of the difference between

psychic inspirations and more subtle mystical inspirations, and

recognized that they are two distinct mental levels of Life. A
psychic is one who shows evidence of being sensitive to super-

natural forces and influences bordering the physical. A mystical
person is one who is aware of spiritual sensations not apparent

to the intellect or the senses. In other words, a mystic can

mentally attune to be influenced by Ultimate Reality, Mr Aho
may well be classed as a mYstic.

Knowing that Life is much more than what it appears to be

to the physical senses, brought him a greater sense of freedom
than is possible when one feels trapped by one's surroundings.

He has often been referred to as a free spirit and a free thinker'
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DEDICAIION

All things material come forth from the unseen, therefore,
the road to discovery is likewise invisible. With this in Mind,
our book is dedicated to all searchers who are desirious of
mentally probing beyond the visible biain, which also, came
from the unseen.

As this writing is concluded, we extend our thanks to the many
tolerant souls who patiently listened and offered encouragement
and constructive criticism during the years. Without their
support and sympathy, this writing would have been quite
laborious; with it, the writing has been an inspiring adventure.


